




LABORATORY NARRATIVE 
Hydrogen Sulfide by Radiello 170 

Environmental Health & Engineering, Inc. 
Workorder# 1006498 

Two Radiello 170 (H2S) samples were received on June 19,2010. The procedure involves adsorption of 
H2S by zinc 'acetate to form zinc sulfide. The sulfide is then recovered by extraction with water and 
addition of ferric chloride in a strongly acidic solution to produce methylene blue. Methylene blue 
absorbance is then measured at 665 run using a spectrophotometer. 

Sampling rate of 69 mLimin for H2S was provided by the manufacturer 

Receiving Notes 

There were no receiving discrepancies. 

Analytical Notes 

Results were calculated based on 25 deg C without temperature correction. The actual exposure time was 
used to calculate sample concentrations and reporting limits. 

An exposure time of 20 170 minutes was used for the QC samples. 

Definition of Data Qualifying Flags 

Eight qualifiers may have been used on the data analysis sheets and indicate as follows: 
B - Compound present in laboratory blank greater than reporting limit. 
J - Estimated value. 
E - Exceeds instrument calibration range. 
S - Saturated peak. 
Q - Exceeds quality control limits. 
U - Compound analyzed for but not detected above the detection limit. 
M - Reported value may be biased due to apparent matrix interferences. 
N - The identification is based on presumptive evidence. 

File extensions may have been used on the data analysis sheets and indicates 
as follows: 
a-File was requantified 
b-File was quantified by a second column and detector 
rI-File was requantified for the purpose of reissue 
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